COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING SCORING SHEET

TEAM NAME: ___________________________ DIVISION: ___________________________

JUDGE NO. _____ TEAM NO. _____ ROUND: Semifinals [ ] Finals [ ]

ALL-GIRL MUSIC - OVERALL (TUMBLING)

RUNNING/STANDING

GROUP TUMBLING (GROUPS OF 2 OR MORE)

EXECUTION OF TUMBLING 5 Points __________

DIFFICULTY OF TUMBLING 5 Points __________

DANCE 5 Points __________

JUMP(S) EXECUTION, CONNECTION/COMBO, & VARIETY 5 Points __________
(TECHNIQUE, FORM, HEIGHT & SYNC)

OVERALL IMPRESSION 5 Points __________
(CREATIVITY, SPACING, FORMATIONS, ETC.)

TOTAL Possible 25 Score __________

Comments: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________